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Hey, brands that fight with each other –
we’re bored!
WORDS: HANNAH EDENSOR

t might all be in
jest,
but
B&T’s
Hannah Edensor has
had it up to here
(gestures to neck) with
brands battering each
other in ads

I

“Unlike our key competitor, we guarantee all
our beef has no added hormones. Because better
beef makes better burgers.” You know the ad
I’m talking about – I’m looking at you, Hungry
Jacks. Dressing your actor up in the HJ uniform
and scripting an ad that says “key competitors”
about 17 times (when we all know you mean
McDonalds). We get it, you want to be the best
in dirty deep-fried food, but an unoriginal TVC
that takes a swipe at the market leader is not the
way to go about it.
I understand that creativity doesn’t grow on
trees and ideas are slimming in the age of the
internet, but why is it that so many brands,
when given the task of standing out against
their competitors, jump straight to the old
‘bring it on’ marketing tactic. Rivalry, jealousy,
mocking – they are all just petty substitutes for
a halfway decent ad.
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But Hungry Jacks aren’t the only culprits. In fact, it
was McDonald’s Corporation founder Ray Kroc who
once said of his competitors, “If they were drowning
to death, I’d put the hose in their mouth.” Charming.
Remember in 2011 when Samsung kicked off
marketing for its new Galaxy S II with a campaign
titled The Next Big Thing? The ad showed jealous
Apple users queuing to buy the next iPhone and
throwing jealous sideways glances as Samsung users
wandered by with their presumably superior 4G
phones. It even threw in lines like “Why don’t you
guys just get 4G phones?” A month later Samsung
created a poster where it called itself ‘cutting edge’
and called the iPhone ‘old school’. To its credit,
Apple never retaliated on this front.
And who could forget the awkwardness that was
Bing’s Don’t Get Scroogled! campaign, which took
aim at Google, bagging Gmail, Google Shopping
and Google Apps with the trending privacy fears of
the time? Nice try, Bing. Another ad from way back
showed a kid purchasing two Cokes from a vending
machine, only to use them as steps to reach the
button for Pepsi. The list is endless.
Brands might be as creative as ever, but they sure
aren’t utilising it in a way that earns them any

respect. When we think of a brand, you don’t want
our minds to immediately leap to thoughts of its
competitor, so why give them space in your very
expensive ad? This little man syndrome is a hard
one to shake, but when you’re that desperate to
climb the ladder of success, why wouldn’t attempt to
push through the noise of your opponents in a fresh
approach, sans shade?
A number of brands have taken a classier
approach to differentiating themselves from
their rivals. Just after World War II Volkswagen
decided to enter the American market. Amid
the clutter of the big car craze, the German
brand got straight to the point with the slogan of
‘Think Small’. These two words cut through the
competition and established Volkswagen as the
only unique option in the market.
Even Android keeps it subtle in its ‘Be Together. Not
The Same’ ads, which could potentially be construed
as a sneaky dig at Apple users who have formed a
cult around the label. But with unique ads that pair
cute odd animals like goats and elephants, or forge
a friendship between rock, paper and scissors, it
speaks volumes without even tilting its head in the
direction of its key competitor. Because let’s face it,
nobody likes a sore loser.

